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Contact
Information

Tel.: +420 777 029 748 Homepage: http://ma.rtinbriza.cz
E-mail: m@rtinbriza.cz GitHub: MartinBriza

Contracting TopTal.com March 2021 to present
I am currently working on contracts through TopTal. My current (and past) projects
are:

Medical record viewer
• Target OS: macOS
• Language: C++ and Qt with QML
• Features: An application for hospital patients, allowing them to access their

health data and view or print it.

Social media application
• Target OS: iOS
• Language: C++ and Qt with QML
• Features: A video and text chat application for mobile users. I completely

refactored the UI and built it from reusable QML components.

Medical device user interface adjustments
• Target OS: Windows (with secondary macOS and Linux support)
• Language: C++ and Qt with QWidgets
• I worked on creating a new custom UI component library and then applying it

to an existing application, along with fixing other UI related issues.

Reawote.com December 2020 to present

Development of material loading plugins for 3D modeling software (like Cinema4D).

SCIA July 2018 to September 2018

Development of an experimental user friendly UI for working with volumetric building
models.

Faculty of Civil Engineering, BUT Brno January 2015 to present

Consulting the Institute Of Computer Aided Engineering And Computer Science on
Linux and Qt projects. The work is mostly related to simulation tools, totalling at
three different projects so far.
In early 2021, I created a Vue.js application used for roof construction simulations on a
contract from the faculty.

Personal
projects

Lith
Lith is the largest of my personal pet projects. It is a text chat application that works
as a relay for WeeChat.
The core of the application is written in C++ and the UI is QML. It supports all
major desktop operating systems (macOS, Windows, Linux) and mobile ones, too (iOS,
Android).
My main aim for this app is to provide full-featured iOS support because no application
providing the feature set exists for iPhones.
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Employment
History

Toggl OÜ November 2018 to November 2020

After finishing the contract for SCIA, I started working as a Desktop Developer in
Toggl. Some of the tasks I worked on included the following:

• Linux UI Development, improvements in the QWidget UI first and then a completely
new design in QML

• Adding a GitHub Actions CI/CD workflow for all three desktop platforms the Toggl
Desktop application is targetting

• Participating in a cross-team effort to improve the server synchronization API and
offline-first approach from the client applications

• Fixing concurrency issues in the multiplatform core C++ library

Red Hat, Inc. February 2012 to April 2018

Started working at Red Hat as an intern during my studies at Brno University of
Technology. Over time, I proceeded to start working there full time as a Software
Engineer.

Base Operating System Internship, Part Time

My main tasks consisted of improving internal static analysis tools and maintaining
a set of base OS packages for Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Fedora.

Desktop Part Time, Full Time

Upstream work with Qt and KDE code and its package maintenance.

Below are some examples of projects I worked while I was a part of the team.

SDDM
SDDM is a display manager (login screen) - to be able to use it as as the
default display manager for the Fedora Plasma spin, I had to fix its Pluggable
Authentication Modules integration.

Qt Styles
Fedora Workstation is a Linux Desktop project that aims to be as consistent as
possible for the end user. To make this impression even better, I wrote two Qt
application styles to make Qt fit better into the default Adwaita style.

Fedora Media Writer
I took the Fedora Media Writer package over as an unmaintained Python
project. Initially, the work consisted of porting it over to Qt5 and implementing
new UI according to a wireframe. However, due to Python distribution issues
for Windows, the entire application was rewritten in C++.
Now it is the default way to obtain Fedora on Mac and Windows and it works
the same way on all three major desktop platforms.

Conferences
In 2014, I was a part of the team preparing the Akademy conference in Brno.
I gave a talk at the GUADEC 2017 conference in Manchester and also at some
smaller events like release parties.
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Education Brno University of Technology, Faculty of Information Technology

Bachelor of Information Technology Finished June 2014

While studying, I particularly enjoyed:
• Networking (TCP and UDP) projects, logical and AI programming.
• VHDL Hardware design - state machines and a simple processor.
• Microprocessor (MSP430 and Arduino) programming.
• Writing a Petri Net simulator and a Checkers game with graphical and command

line UI.
• Constructing a simple programming language interpreter project.

I have attended a few programming marathons, and the EBEC competition (2013,
2014).

Finished with bachelor thesis titled C compiler back-end for PicoBlaze-6

Other
Experience

Google Summer of Code
GSoC is an annual Google-ran program sponsoring students to spend their summer
working on an open source project. I participated twice as a student and in the past
two years, I helped run it from the side of one of the open source organizations.

VideoLAN Student 2011

Project focused on optimizing performance-critical parts of VLC and rewriting them
to SIMD assembly instructions (mostly SSE2) to improve their performance.

KDE Student 2013

Worked on fixing bugs and improving polkit integration in KDE. In the end, I
rewrote the whole polkit-qt-1 library to be implemented using D-Bus calls instead
of the GLib based polkit library.

Fedora Project Mentor and Administrator 2017 and 2018

I led a student working on implementing a persistent storage feature for Fedora
Media Writer.

In October 2017, I also attended the GSoC Mentor summit at Google to prepare
myself to become a Fedora project administrator next year.

Other Projects

Participated in and contributed to many open source projects, especially related to
Qt and KDE.

A few minor (and almost purely personal) projects written in free time. Most of
them can be seen on my Github page.
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Computing Programming

• C, C++ good knowledge - for 10 years.

• Qt and QML used extensively for 8 years.

• Bash, Javascript used often and/or for medium-scale projects

• C#/.NET, Intel assembly, Python - used for a few small projects.

• Go, D, Java, VHDL - used occasionally.

Tools

• Proficient in Git

• Multi-platform development - most of my past projects run on Linux, macOS and
Windows

• Continuous delivery and integration - Experience with GitHub Actions and Azure
Pipelines

• Experienced in debugging with GDB and Valgrind (memcheck, massif, callgrind)

• Basic OpenGL (2.0 and newer) and GLSL knowledge.

• LATEX usage (as seen in this CV)

Linux

• Using a Linux based OS as the main OS for my work since 2010 - Fedora/RHEL
mostly.

• Capable of basic server maintenance and configuration - I run a small VPS with a
few services.

Spoken
Languages

Czech - Native speaker.

English - C1 - able to communicate without issues

Other
Information

Driver’s Licence - B (cars)

Interests - music (focused on listening), reading, electronics, fitness
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